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Resolute Honored With Lyra Best Insirational Fiction Award
Source: Paula Wiseman
Dated: Apr. 13, 2015

Paula Wiseman’s latest Christian fiction release, was recently named a 2014 LYRA award winner
ROBINSON, Ill. -- - Resolute, Paula Wiseman’s latest Christian fiction release, was recently named a
2014 LYRA award winner in the Inspirational Fiction category by Bookstore Without Borders. Resolute
also received an honorable mention as one of the top books overall.
The Lyra Awards are designed to find and promote the best in independent fiction. The contest is open to
all independently published eBooks released each year.
Bookstore Without Borders is a bookstore with a vision. They operate under the guiding philosophy that
readers and authors have never been more connected and that it's possible to make book writing, book
buying and book reading a better experience.
Resolute is the third book in Wiseman’s Foundations series. It is a story of holding on to faith even when
the path leads in a direction you never anticipated, and requires more from you than you want to give as
Doug Bolling and his family face his Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis.
Resolute is available at Amazon.com worldwide, Barnes and Noble and other online booksellers, as well as
by request at retailers and libraries.
Paula Wiseman is the award winning author of the Amazon bestselling Covenant of Trust series featuring
Contingency, as well as the Foundations series. Her books have earned literary awards for independent
fiction and landed on Amazon.com bestseller lists, even achieving the #1 spot on Amazon’s Hot New
Release list for Christian fiction. She has also appeared on Lifetime TV’s “The Balancing Act.” She blogs
on matters of life and faith at www.paulawiseman.com.
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